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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Preposition was a word that completes the meaning of the verb and noun in the sentence structure of 
Arabic. The use of prepositions in Arabic was truly significant in understanding the Arabic text, especially holy 
texts. The question was why prepositions were used in sentences such, whereas the other joints could also give 
the same meaning? Article presented an analysis of syntax-semantics of prepositions في Fi and علىcAla in al-
Quran al-Karim across science of Arabic rhetoric (Balagha). Data were restricted to partial phrase في الضالل 
and على الھدى ever discussed by Ibn Athir. There are 29 places in the Quran that mention في الضالل and 6 points 
for على الھدى. Critical analysis based on the discipline of linguistics is expected to expose the use of prepositions 
in Arabic from the precision and beauty of the Arabic language itself. Summary of the study suggest that 
research on elements of the rhetoric says that other reasonable tasks highlighted in subsequent studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In the Arabic language, the word that connects words before and after is called harf al-Jarr. In 
the Malay and English language, they are called prepositions. The prepositions are not able to stand 
alone as a complete sentence. Its function is to complete the meaning (see Ibn Jinni, 1988; Ibn Faris, 
1998; al-Suyuti, 1998; al-Suhayli, 1992; al-Zajjaji, 1992) in verbal sentences or nominal sentences. In 
a complete sentence structure, preposition usually comes as an elaboration to the nominal phrases or 
verbal phrases. In the discourse of the Arabic language, the use of prepositions gives various effects of 
meaning explicitly and implicitly. Thus Arabic scholars such as Al-Harawi (1993), al-Muradi (1992) 
and Hassan (1982) have discussed in detail the meaning given by any of preposition in Arabic when 
used in sentences and discourses. 

 
In-depth discussion of this has given every Arabic preposition an implicit meaning based on 

its position within a paragraph. Therefore, a preposition can have more than its original meaning, 
despite the fact that it only works when the meaning is in the structure of the sentence. Previously 
there have been researchers who mentioned the importance and the need of understanding the Arabic 
preposition for translation purposes. The preposition in Arab language has its own uniqueness, 
especially when it comes to the sacred texts and the texts which are important in the field of thought 
and philosophy. Even so, there is still dimension of prepositions that have not been fully dismantled in 
order to strengthen the Arabic translation in the Malay language. 
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METHODS 
 
 

An earlier study of prepositions and their use in al-Qur’an al-Karim has motivated researcher 
to examine in depth the use of prepositions. According to the study by Kamarul Shukeri Mat Teh 
(2005), the meaning of prepositions contributes to the production of legal jurisprudence such as the 
use of the prepositionب in paragraph {... كم  It means that by understanding the .{وامسحوابروؤس
meaning of prepositions in the verses of the Qur’an, the jurists will produce their views based on the 
understood meaning of prepositions used in the respective text. The similar discussions from a legal 
point of fiqh by Hasanah Abu Khafiz (2009) related to the use of prepositions ي  in Al-Qur’an ل and ف
versus regarding the eligible recipients to receive zakat. The difference in the use of prepositions also 
has major implications for the receiving of Zakat and mentioned the right to use it among recipients. 

 
The study conducted by Azman Che Mat (2014a) has suggested a model translation 

prepositions in general. In this study, the technique for preposition translation is described to help 
translators when they are facing a preposition phrase in Arabic discourse. However, these technical 
aspects may not fully able in the certain condition to ensure the translators to produce an effective 
translation in their works. If the preposition can influence scholars for the establishment of fiqh, then 
certainly in the field of rhetoric, the preposition also has its own beauty to be discovered especially in 
the al-Qur’an. The science of rhetoric (al-Balagha) is an important branch of Arabic studies. This 
science aims to maintain the intended meaning of speech from an error and to distinguish eloquent 
speech to the rest (Yahya Murād as cited in al-Hāshimi, 2005). In short, the science of rhetoric reveals 
the beauty of Arabic language composition from the election of the word until the formation of 
discourse. 

 
Based on the study, the researcher found that Arabic scholars have discussed the use of 

prepositions ي ي and (fi) ف الل in partial phrases such as (cala) عل دى and (fi al-Dalal) فٮالض  علٮالھ
(cala al-Huda). Why this combination of the preposition is consistent in al-Qur’an? Is Malay 
translation impact as beautiful in Arabic? To answer this question, the method of discourse analysis 
was applied where data from the al-Qur’an were collected and disbursed for the purposes of 
descriptive analysis. This approach takes into consideration the aspects of semantics and also Malay 
translation of “Tafsir Pimpinan Ar-Rahman kepada Pengertian Al-Quran” by Abdullah Basmeih 
(1995), the prominent translator of al-Qur’an into the Malay language. 

 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 
After reading some references, the researcher has determined related data for this study. The 

original text (Al-Quran) and translation of Al-Quran were compared in parallel. The data collected 
from Al-Qur’an Al-Karim is listed in order by surah. It altogether describes in the table. 

 
 

Table Translation of Fi and cAla 
 

Partial Phrase على الھدى الضالل في 
Translation Dalam (in) Atas (On)  Mendapat (Have/get) Dari (of/from) 

Total 29/29 4/6 1/6 1/6 
Percentage 100% 66% 17% 17% 

 
Based on the table, it was found that the translation  is with the preposition "in" as a whole  في

(100%). While preposition  .is translated to "above" (66%), "get" (17%), and "from" (17%)  على
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Based on data collected for the partial phrase اللفي  it is noted that translators use the ,الض
literal approach in translation. The literal meaning commonly refers to the translation of Arabic 
preposition is matched directly word to word with prepositions in Malay (Mohd Helmi Abdullah, 
2008; Muhammad Fauzi Jumingan, 2001). According to Arabic grammar, preposition ي  refers to a ف
description, namely the place or time (al-Muradi, 2002). For example, ب  it means the ,النقودفيالجي
money in the pocket (Duit ada (di) dalam pocket), and اء  it means Muhammad ,وصلمحمدفيالمس
arrived in the evening (Muhammad sampai pada waktu petang). In the example above, the translator 
directly chooses preposition "dalam" (in) to describe the place in the Malay language. 

 
Based on the Malay language grammar, “dalam" is a preposition, meaning a scope that does 

not have space or distance (Nik Safiah et al., 2008). The use of "dalam" here aims to clarify something 
in that particular area associated with an object such as Ahmad’s pencils are in a bag. However, the 
partial phrase of this verse, the word الل  refers to the abstract meaning (intangible). This word الض
comes from the root word ”ل  that has meaning vanished, lost, damaged, destroyed, wasted "ض
(Mustafa et al., 1989). Therefore the illustration of the place or the time for this word is described only 
mentally. The thing could not be seen with the naked eye as a pen that is in the bag and so on. 

 
Translation is done in the Malay language is also similar when referring to the noun astray or 

wrong path or in a state of insanity. According to Kamus Dewan, the meaning of astray concerns the 
lost (trips), confusion, and mistake (Teuku Iskandar & Baharuddin Zainal, 2000). The selection of 
prepositional phrase "in astray" refers to abstract things (intangible) is equivalent to the original source 
of the Arabic language. 

 
Regarding rhetoric aspect, the partial phrase of الل  refers to the "internal" situation of فيالض

astray. It is portrait as if "when someone is in error/astray," he faced some circumstances, namely: (1) 
difficult for him out, (2) he always stuck in that situation, (3) unable to identify circumstances beyond, 
(4) need to get out and become independent. This simile (بيه  could be described on tangible (التش
things such as a thing which is confined will face the above situation. In rhetoric science, the simile is 
a prominent part of speech which functioning to express an eloquence meaning in discourse (al-
Hashimi, 2005). Therefore anyone who is found in astray faces similar circumstances as an imprisoned 
man in a low and dark cage (al-Hilali, 1986). 

 
However, in this simile not all its components are used. Three of simile components are not 

used namely the linked to the simile features and the simile elements.  In a rhetorical perspective, less 
word used to express a meaning but yet has a strong impact is better than a long one, but has a less 
impact, as a sayخير الكالم ما قل و دل. According to cAli Jarim and Mustafa Amin (1951), such simile that 
does not mention the simile features and the simile elements in discourse is called as “al-Tashbīh al-
Mu’akkad al-Mujmal.” Figure 1 presents a description of the simile original structure with all its 
components. 
 
 

1. The Linked  2. The Linked to  3. The Simile Feature   4. The Simile Element 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Simile in Rhetoric Science forالضالل في 
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Besides that, the partial phrase of على الھدى in this data was translated into two approaches, 
direct translation and indirect translation. Direct translation in this article means literal translation 
where each word is directly translated into target language based on lexical meaning. Four out of six 
data were identified as categorized into direct translation. In Arabic, preposition على refer to ‘on’ or 
‘highness’ (al-Muradi 1992: 472). 

 
In Malay language, literal translation for ى  ;is ‘atas’ / ‘di atas’ (on / above) (Azman, 2014b عل

Helmi, 2008; Muhammad Fauzi, 2001). ‘Atas’ in the Malay language is not the preposition, but called 
as direction noun which normally used together with the preposition to demonstrate direction and 
stream (Nik Safiah et al., 2008). Whereby for translation that using the preposition "dari", namely "of 
guidance" for translation دى  is not precisely because the context of the verse to mean علٮالھ
comparison. Thus the selection of the preposition "daripada" for translation of cala is proposed. This 
is because the comparison is part of the meaning of cala (al-Muradi, 1992). While indirect translation 
at the partial phrases with cala is translated as "tetap" (consistent) without using any prepositions. In 
Malay, word "tetap" can be classified as a modal auxiliary. According to Nik Safiah, et al. (2008), a 
modal auxiliary describes a wide variety of auxiliary or a feeling of an act that be done. 

 
From the science of rhetoric, the partial phrase  على الھدى also be compared with someone who 

was on an agile horse (as a vehicle) (al-Hilali, 1986). Similar characteristics and properties happen 
when riding the vehicle means that a person can control his vehicle as quickly as possible and go 
wherever he wished. Some features of this similarity can be described as the following details: (1) 
Being in a high place (or truly respected), (2) being able to control the vehicle of his own volition, (3) 
can observe the situation and the atmosphere around, and (4) always control the situation and not 
being controlled. A more detailed illustration of the structure based on the science of rhetoric shows 
some basic components have been dropped. Abandonment these aspects, which are the linked to the 
simile feature and the simile element described in Figure 2.  
 
 

1. The Linked   2. The Linked to   3. The Simile Feature   4. The Simile Element 

 
 

Figure 2 Simile in Rhetoric Science for على الھدى 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

In conclusion, the use of prepositions في and علىin partial phrases that previously discussed 
have a special beauty. In fact, this selection is very appropriate to the context of the story in the topics 
presented. This happened in Arabic prepositions used in the al-Qur’an. Then the translation process of 
partial phrase into the Malay language has forced translator to takesecureddirection to direct 
translation approach, which is known as the literal translation. 

 
But the literal equivalence may only be viewed from the aspect of syntax and semantics. Is 

translation in the Malay language that is used to give the impression that match the rhetoric angle? 
Perhaps this is a translation problem that difficult to handle in the sacred text. 
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